HIGH SCHOOL APPLE ART REQUIREMENTS
1. Illustrate love or anger using any media (try to refrain from hearts)
2. Self -Portrait (This should be a detailed drawing of a person’s face.
This should not be done from imagination)
3. Still life of your bookbag (This should show depth, texture, and value)
4. Recreate a famous artwork using any media
5. Draw how life would look like if you were 6 inches tall OR a giant
(demonstrate concepts of perspective – how does this change size,
texture, overlap, position, color)
6. Your choice
These SIX drawings should be drawn on unlined paper and students may use
a variety of media, such as pen, pencil, markers, crayons, paint, pastels, etc.
They should be included in a portfolio cover and the cover should indicate
student’s name and personality. This list is not a limit of the number of
drawings you can turn in; it is just a sampling of your skill and creativity.
Good luck!
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